
Welcome!

1. Pre-Survey on phone/chromebook: 

http://bit.ly/BrainPreSurvey2019

2.  Post-its on your table 

Please write the challenges/areas of

growth/concerns of your student.  

Write each one on a separate sticky note.

http://bit.ly/BrainPreSurvey2019
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Objectives

Participants will be able to:
● Understand the different parts of the brain that 

change during adolescence

● Make connections between the ESSENCE of 
adolescence and your middle school student

● Understand the impact of a fixed vs. growth 
mindset on student learning

● Identify and understand executive skills 
development

● Practice STEW and growth mindset strategies



What have you seen in the news?



Why Are We 

Here?
“Understanding how the brain functions can 

improve the lives of adolescents, making 

their relationships more fulfilling and less 

distressing on both sides of the generational 

divide.”                                        Dan Seigel

“If parents want to give their children a gift, the 

best thing they can do is to teach their 

children to love challenges, be intrigued by 

mistakes, enjoy effort, and keep on learning.

That way, their children don’t have to be 

slaves of praise. They will have a lifelong 

way to build and repair their own 

confidence.”                             Carol S. Dweck  
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2-night Agenda

1 Brain Anatomy 101

2 Dan Siegel Helps us Understand Adolescence

3 Introduction of Carol Dweck’s Work

4 Mindset:  Fixed or Growth

5 Development of Executive Skills:  Dawson/Guare

6 Coaching:  Tools and Strategies
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Nature Creates a “Brainstorm”

that starts in middle school



Triune Brain

Reptilian Brain

instinctive brain

Limbic Brain

emotional brain

Neo-Cortex

thinking brain



Reptilian – Survival

● Fully developed 

at birth

● Controls
automatic states

● Reactive states
Fight     Freeze

Flight    Faint



Limbic Brain - Emotions 

Working with brain stem 
and body to:

●Amygdala-regulate 
emotions 

●Motivate - drive

● Evaluate – good/bad

● Hippocampus-memory

●Attachment – 4 Ss



Prefrontal Cortex - Thinking

● “New Bark”

● Thinking brain

● Logic

● Abstract reasoning

● Higher thinking skills 



Strategy #1

Handy Model of the Brain

https://youtu.be/gm9CIJ74Oxw


Power and Purpose of the

Adolescent Brain

Popular Literature
Myths

Essence of
Adolescence

Raging Hormones Emotions on high

Wants nothing to do with 
adults

Peer Centered

A time to survive A time to thrive

Immaturity Abstract thinking



Prepares individuals to accept 
adult responsibilities and 
challenges the myths of 

adolescence

The years between childhood 
dependence and adult 

responsibilities

The Essence . . .



A

time to 

THRIVE

Not 

merely 

SURVIVE

How many times a day do you find 

yourself simply trying to survive a 

difficult moment with your kids?

Behavior issues, homework or 

screen time battles, disrespect, 

getting everyone ready in the 

morning.

1-2 times a day

3-5 times a day

More than 5 times a day



ES – Emotional Spark

SE – Social Engagement

N  – Novelty

CE – Creative Exploration 

Essence of Adolescence



The Brain: Body, brain stem, and a more active limbic 
push up on the cortex.  Emotions are on high

Upside: emotional intensity that can be filled with
energy and sense of vitality
evokes motion – gets us to act – a drive to
leave home

Downside: pushed around by emotions that can
create moodiness, reactive states,
impulsive

Emotional Spark - Limbic



The brain: limbic system - attachment

Upside: creation of supportive 
relationships 

move from familiar to unfamiliar

Downside: give up morality for sake of
membership

Social Engagement - Limbic



The brain: - nature decreases dopamine
- increases the release levels
by doing new, risky things 

Upside: open to change
drop in dopamine can create boredom
creates a drive to do new things

Downside: over emphasize the thrill  
and down play the risk 
can be dangerous

Novelty –

Dopamine Reward Circuit



● A change in the limbic 
system and the evaluative 
function

● Limbic sheds emotion on 
potentially dangerous 
situations

● Recognizes the dangers, but 
stresses the thrill

Hyper Rational Thinking

National Vital Statistics Reports, 

Vol. 66, No. 5, November 27, 2017



The brain: change in the cortex

Upside: push away from the world adults       
have created
imagining things in new ways

Downside: searching for meaning 
can be confusing

Who am I? What should I do? Who should 
I connect with? Why am I here?

Creative Exploration - Cortex



TWO Fundamental States

REACTIVE

Can’t engage in 
connecting, 
supportive 
communication

RECEPTIVE

Brain is open to 
receiving input from 
outside itself and 
input from inside 
itself



● Connect – limbic area needs 4Ss – seen, soothe, 

safe results in secure.       “I Feel You”
Connect w/emotion then. . . .

● Redirect – now you may have access to prefrontal 

cortex use logic and problem solving

● GABA - fibers from upstairs squirts calming 

neurotransmitter

Connect and Redirect

SUGGESTION:

Vitamin B6 is also known to boost the nervous and immune systems, which is related to 

the function of GABA. Good choices include spinach, broccoli, peas, soybeans, 

bananas, apricots, apples, avocados and citrus fruits.

Strategy #2:  Connect - Redirect

https://youtu.be/aV3hp_eaoiE


1. Each group will take 4 minutes to develop a good 
question/scenario.  (To Gain Clarification or try to stump each other)

1. Each Group will have the opportunity to share their 
question with all participants 

1. All groups will take 3 minutes to come up with an 
answer/response

1. One person at each table will be designated to share 
the table’s collective response.

Table Talk





State the facts

Tell your thoughts

Emotions can be shared

Wants and wishes

Strategy #3

How to S.T.E.W. with your 

adolescent



How to Hug a 

Porcupine

Peer Influence

Parental Feedback

Real Accomplishments

Unconditional Positive Regard

Peer Influence

Parental Feedback

Real Accomplishments

Unconditional Positive Regard



The Power of . . . .



MINDSET

FIXED or GROWTH



Growth Mindset vs Fixed Mindset  (2:19)

https://youtu.be/M1CHPnZfFmU

The Difference Between 

Growth and Fixed Mindsets

https://youtu.be/M1CHPnZfFmU


Growth Mindset

1) Ability developed through effort and practice

2) Persist in the face of challenges

3) Understand hard work and effort can change ability 
and intelligence

4) Learn from criticism

5) Intelligence and abilities changeable

Fixed Mindset

1) Ability is static and cannot be changed

2) Give up easily when faced with challenges

3) Believe they don’t have what it takes to learn hard things

4) Ignore help and feedback

5) Intelligence and abilities unchangeable



Say This
1. I can see you worked 

so hard on this

2. Try a new strategy

3. I like watching you do 
that

4. Let’s find something 
challenging

5. You’ve worked hard 
to become good at that

Not That
1. You are so smart

1. Maybe you’re just not 
cut out for this

2. You’re a natural

1. You did that so 
quickly and easily

1. You’re so good at that

https://www.mindsetworks.com/parents/growth-mindset-parenting

https://www.mindsetworks.com/parents/growth-mindset-parenting


●Teach how the brain 
works

●Reframe our words 

(Say THIS, Not that) 

●Accept mistakes as 
learning opportunities

● The Power of YET

Strategy #4



Assessment

● Start Chromebook and click on words at lower left-
hand corner “Browse as Guest”

● www.mindsetworks.com

● Click “The Science” at the top of the page

● Scroll to the bottom of the page

● Click on “Take the Mindset Assessment”

● Read your results 



1. Can you identify situations where you/your 
student have a fixed mindset?

1. Think of a situation where your child exhibited 
fixed mindset.  Now, discuss with each other how 
you could help your child develop more of a 
growth mindset in that situation.

1. Can you identify situations where you/your 
student have a growth mindset?

Table Talk



Personal Results of Assessment

Even though you have a good foundation, there are 

some areas where you could benefit from learning how 

to cultivate your growth mindset practices. For 

example, you may seek challenges and perform at a 

high level, but sometimes feel uncomfortable with 

criticism even if well-intended, or be rather hard on 

yourself for mistakes. You may have more potential 

than you are using!



A 6
th

Grader Talks about 

Growth Mindset

An Important Message about Growth Mindset

https://youtu.be/EZ9nWGFRrcM


In conclusion:  Let’s Practice

Write an affirmation to give to your 
student during the week.

Affirmation



Thank you for coming & your participation!

Raffle & Post-Survey: 

http://bit.ly/BrainPostSurvey2019

We hope to see you again on 

Wed, November 6th

We hope to seremR

Closure..for now.

http://bit.ly/BrainPostSurvey2019

